
 

In the last lecture we discovered that week 6

entanglement is a resource in the sense 29Aor 20

that it enables certain tasks which would
be impossible without it such as quantum
teleportation or superdense coding
It is worth mentioning that entanglement
has been shown to be crucial for a larger
set of applications usually not in the sense
that it is strictly required but leads to

significant enhancements or other strong
benefits This applies in particular to

quantum cryptography
quantum computation
quantum simulation
quantum parameter estimation

quantum metrology
We will not explore these further in this

lecture but you will find plenty of

information on these topics on line

if you're interested
Wikipedia is a good starting point as always

This lecture will cover

I Ococc local ops and classical communication Koc

E Fs separable States
and derived foeeops

III pure bipartite states
conversion



I QRT of entanglement LOCC

The ORT of entanglement shoots
from the set of free operations
called OCC or here Goa Loco is
short for local operations and
classical communication Besides
he free operations entailed by the
tensor product structure C CC allows
for any number of rounds comprising ofthe following operations
at a single site K

measurement and condititioningon the result
coarse grooming conditioning on

classical randomness definedbelow

followed by
broadcasting of classical infoomatio

from site k to all other sites
ceadidenal local operations at

all sites
Con previously

broadcasted classical information

Let's write a definition for LOCC down
in more mathematical terms We
start with some basic concepts from
quantum information theory



Def quantum instruments

A quantum instrument Iis a set of

CP maps Ej with the following
properties
Ej completely positive trace non increasing

Eg CPTP
j

Def Cavan tem classical map
For a given instrument IES the corresponding
quantum classical map EI is given by

EG EEjC oljXjlI j

Def coarse graining of an instrument

An instrument I E'i is a coarse

graining of instrument I Ej if the
indeces can be partitioned into gets Lsi g t

non overlappingEi eq Ej each original indexappears inexactlyone si

Def fine grained instrument
An instrument I Ej is fine grained if
Tj F Kj St Ej G Kj SKI Vg

Kraus operators



In the notation of the previous page

write down the quantum classicalmap EI
in terms of the Ej and si
What physical processes do the definitions

i

application of either do nothing or

the Pauli E operation depending on

the result of the coin flip
the quantum system is a qubit

Det one way LOCCCQ.ua

An operation I Fj on N partite state Spac
is one way LOCC if and only if

there exists an instrument I EHj
at some site k St

F avg.nl o EE with agent costP

Convince yourself that one way Coa

corresponds to tis measurement at site k
EoniemigggessanzienshaginegetiionEEobiminist



Def Loa Ocoee

An operation is Cocciff it can be

implemented by successive rounds of
one way Loo where conditioning on
previous measurements and coarse grooming is allowed

cc

t
f
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bipartite cocci

Alice and Bob each have full control
Over a quantum system in their Lab controlledevolution

measurement use of auxiliary systems data
processing on their lab computers and

an internet connection between their
labs Ccc They cannot transport a

quantum state from one lab to the

other Any shared entanglement is
a resource for them delivered by
Charlie say who can transport
quantum States at a charge



OCC looks really cumbersome
even if we restrict to just
two parties Let's make use

o
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II QRT of entanglement free States

Def separable States ffs
for a Hilbert space F Hafez Ten
cell States g that can be expressed
as follows are called separable

4 h N
g E Pi S S A QQ

with OCP El

The number of quantum systems N will

mostly be implicit in the following
CNE mostly The Hilbert spaces Hi will
also be implicit and of fixed dimension

With these given we generically label

the set of separable States Fs or

Fz if we want to highlight a bipartite contet



We can directly see that any pets
can be created by Loa in the

following way

ii
Alice samples p from theclassical Lp
she classically broadcasts to all part

Iii Each party k prepares Sfk locally

r addition we will see below that

tf ETS he Ocoee D CHEFS

Recalling the results about TP QRTs and

T.ii.me xntehe.s siIs ine.TFs

Fmin and hence its uniqueness forGoa

Def separable operations Osep

For D Je Ten a CPTP map ME Osep if
it can be written in terms of Kraus
operators ki Alik
For example a bipartite separable map Racts a

R S Ai Bi SAYa Bit with AitaiaBitBieidaaid



We can directly see that the set
of separable States is closed under
separable maps cgnauainffu.LY emYe

V1EOsepcfEFs R b Etfs

Furthermore OcoccCSEP justifying the

previous statement about the uniqueness
of Fg W r T Ocoee

For Fs we can also easily express Omat

Def non entangling operations One oooo
Onehr Hoefs resets

toahfoonsae.coffYIfifniEfInmhi
In summary too Fs We have
Q Loa E Foo EOSEP EOne

see problem set

Osep will be particularly useful since it is

mathematically much easier to deal
with than Ocoee

The inclusion is strict OcoccEOsep We won't
further explore this here Suffice to mention
that Osep Oscocc which is the class of stochastic
OCC Cscocc Loco operations with a success
probability Psucc El



HIS bipartite pure entangled States
We'realreadyencounteredthe

Theorem Schmidt decompositioninthefirstcecwnemT.hrany pore bipartite state 142ns then exist
unique positivereal Schmidt coefficients ai and Coco
orthonormal bases lais and ibis s t

Is
147AB Kei Albis

L

Proof l4 B men can 1am 1pm for some ONbases

Kms ibn 3 and complex Cmn By giffgular
Value decomposition the matrix can
be written as C UDV where U and
are unitary D is diagonaland non negativeThe

Cmn UmKdka Ye n and RAAB fmnmkdkkVknKm
lBn

Set lap EmUmalam and lbk EnVknlPn7
both bases orthormal by unitarily
and R d t47AB dk lace lbk IT

ds is called Schmidt rank It is an entanglement
monotone as we will see later

We now use the Schmidt decomposition
to state a strong theorem about state conversion

we use capital letters for matrices lower
case letters for their entries
D is generally rectangular for din Hea dim HB
It's diagonal in the sense that dij 8ij and 0everywhere else



Convince yourself that Schmidt decomposition implies

theeiggiegistriEEIIETEuisitiikiaaatt

Theorem Nielsen

consider two pure States U and X of
a bipartite Hilbert space and the vectors

Ty and 2x of their Schmidt coefficients
he can be converted into Its by
OCC if and only if Taye Ix
convince yourself that the Schmidt
coefficients of a state 14 SAB
correspond to the eigenvalues of

a i E i

To prove Nielsen's theorem we impart
two theorems without proof
Theorem KoshPopescu 01

For pure bipartite States if the can be
converted to a by cocci the conversion is possible
by one way Loo with a fine grained instrument
on Alice side
You can find them in chapter 12 of the
book by Nielsen Chuang



Theorem Uhlmann 713

For two density matrices g and t

Sir if and only if there exist unitary
operations Uj and Ocp El s t

S pjUjTUj

To proof Nielsen's theorem we now want
to show the equivalence between ILIE
and the existence an instrument

I got'adj s t

djB 14 71 1 71 Fj
Forward proof
Write Su tops17 71 Eri rith and Szeto IX Xxl

With theorem by Uhlmann fy EPjUj5zUjt becauseiyeIz
Take Elf fine grained with Kraus operators
kj prrfu.is
We have t EKfkj p sieUj Sz Uj Sa
and thus fr KjKj Pj

kjtkj e.ITgpjUjsxUfsiiE id

sick trim Critril is well defined on the space spanned
by Lois where Sy Er Irikrit is the spectraldecomposition



Define 14 I ftp.kjoidpl7

opofp.io
TTB HRW tops FfUjtfykhtjxy.IS Ujrsf gx

B B

f Vj S t Ix ida.roVj 147
Eunitary

choose Ej ID g kjo Y.es gkjtaVjlBH
EjW rjrdfixxeD E.pjida.ee Blfl4jX4jl lXXX1

Reverse proof I

With the theoremby Popescu

I I fE ar s t Ej njHX7lkHXHVj
Hence trpffjoidglNXHD ejcfd kjfykjt B.sn

where pji trfejcsxtflgeej id sgf.IE dand Ejlg K S Kj s

So we introduce singular value decompositio
Of Kj if U D V t here Dj is square Dj Dj
Then EIGHI DjUf p s Dj jUjSxUi
and is kjtkjff V.bg VjtD

rjtkjtkj id
fy Vj Pj VjUjSzUjVjt

Szasz by the theorem due
to Uhlmann D


